of CP violation can yield values of d, & 10 ecm. The principle of our experiment is to search for d, by measuring its energy in an electric field. While this is impractical for the free electron, it is feasible using a valence electron in a J= 2 neutral atom of high Z, where, due to relativistic effects, the ratio R of the atomic EDM (d, ) We briefly describe important sources of systematic error (see Table I ) and steps taken to minimize them.
While the B,t systematic effect is largely eliminated by use of counterpropagating beams, the following residual remains:
hW "=const x j(t. y, (8,/8, ) -t. "(8, , /8, ) )"p homogeneous.
Two methods are used to measure this contribution. In the first, a large magnetic-field gradient is imposed, and we measure the EDM asymmetry and minimize it by adjusting the oven positions. In the second, the residual magnetic-field inhomogeneity is determined by measuring resonant frequency shifts as we scan either atomic beam over y and z. The beam overlap is determined by measuring the difference in the reso- 
